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QUESTION 1

A financial company is looking for a new backup application. One of their main requirements is the ability to have quick
access to their backup data. What features in Veeam Backup and Replication support the rapid availability of data,
applications and VMs? (Choose three.) 

A. Full VM recovery without quick rollback 

B. Microsoft SQL database, and Oracle database publishing 

C. Instant VM Recovery 

D. Instant VM disk recovery 

E. Bare metal recovery 

F. Restore to Amazon EC2 

Correct Answer: ABF 

 

QUESTION 2

An SMB customer installed Veeam Backup and Replication in a simple deployment. How can the customer comply with
the 3-2-1 rule? 

A. Create a Scale-out Backup Repository with object storage in the public cloud used as the capacity tier leveraging
copy mode 

B. Create a backup to tape job to a local virtual tape library 

C. Create a Scale-out Backup Repository with object storage in the public cloud used as the capacity tier leveraging
move mode 

D. Copy the backups to a separate local NAS device 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You use datastores as the source for your backup jobs. Some VM backups are consuming too much repository disk
space. They have backup files created by multiple backup jobs. What could be the reason? (Choose two.) 

A. VMware Storage DRS (Distributed Resource Scheduler) moved VMs to different datastores 

B. Jobs are configured as per VM and these particular VM\\'s need more fulls 

C. VM retention is set to do full backups more often than others in the job 

D. The VM is in a backup chain and trapped inside a single retention file 

E. The VMs were moved to different datastores manually 
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Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 4

A company wants to leverage Veeam DataLabs to automate the creation of a test environment. As testing one large,
multi-VM application could require more than a single host, a dedicated VMware ESXi cluster has been identified. The
sandbox is to be refreshed weekly or on demand. Select the benefits of using replication jobs in this environment.
(Choose two.) 

A. There are additional tests available in DataLabs when replicas are the source 

B. Replication jobs do not stop the sandbox, unlike backup jobs 

C. The VMs are running directly on a high performance datastore, uncompressed 

D. There is a bigger number of VMs supported for multi-VM application tests when replicas are used 

E. Replicas can take advantage of advanced multi-host virtual labs 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has outgrown their current data center and plans to use the second data center as the new primary and
needs to migrate their workloads. They are running VMware in both data centers. Which steps would allow this
migration to occur without any data loss? 

A. 1. Replication job 

2.

 Failover plan 

3.

 Permanent failover 

B. 1. Backup job 

2.

 Instant VM Recovery 

3.

 Finalize the Instant VM Recovery 

C. 1. Replication job 

2.

 Failback 
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3.

 Commit failback 

D. 1. Replication job 

2.

 Planned failover 

3.

 Permanent failover 

Correct Answer: A 
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